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Abstract—In this paper an edge coupled microstrip coupler with
defected ground structure is presented. A normally 7 dB coupler
designed on Alumina substrate is converted into a 3 dB coupler by
cutting single rectangular slot in the ground plane encompassing the
two transmission lines. Other properties of backward wave coupler
remain the same, except for a tighter coupling. With this method
of design optimization, it will be possible to fabricate a 3 dB coupler
in compact form without strain in fabrication process. The structure
is analyzed considering magnetic and electric coupling between the
two transmission lines. Simulation based studies show reasonable
agreement between analytical results and corresponding simulation
results.

1. INTRODUCTION
Defected Ground Structures (DGS) have gained signiﬁcant interests. It
rejects certain frequency bands, and hence it is called electromagnetic
bandgap (EBG) structures [1–3]. Figure 1 gives the schematic of such
a DGS with its approximate surface area [1].
Liu et al. has presented a novel DGS based meander microstrip
line providing a broad stopband [4]. Novel Defected Ground Structures
with Islands (DGSI) is proposed by Kim et al. in [5]. The DGS
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a unit DGS cell.
is realized on the bottom plane with two islands placed at both
sides of the microstrip line on the upper plane. Careful selection
of the line width guarantees 50Ω characteristic impedance (Z0 ).
The EM simulation results of the DGSI are compared with circuit
simulation results using extracted parameters; showing excellent
agreement between the two in wide band. Examination of stopband
characteristics is studied using concentric circular rings in diﬀerent
conﬁgurations [6]. Metallic backing introduced here, signiﬁcantly
reduces interference eﬀects, harmonics and phase noise. Several novel
1-D DGSs are presented in [7, 8] for microwave integrated circuits
(MIC), monolithic MIC (MMIC), low temperature co-ﬁred ceramic
(LTCC) including RF front-end applications.
DGS have gained quite signiﬁcance in ﬁlter design [9, 10] showing
optimal passband and stopband responses plus sharp selectivity and
ripple rejection. Application of CPW-based spiral-shaped DGS to
mimic for reduced phase noise oscillator is presented in [11], while [12]
shows how active devices (BJT and FET) can also be mounted using
DGS technique. High amount of isolation is achieved in microstrip
diplexer [13]. It may be of interest to the reader to know that
signiﬁcant change in the characteristics including slow-wave factor
(SWF) of periodic structures like transmission lines [14–16] is achieved
using quite a few unconventional DGS like spiral-shaped and vertically
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periodic DGS. Vertically periodic DGS (VPDGS) have been used
in reducing the size of MIC and ampliﬁers, thus increasing SWF
signiﬁcantly. Harmonic control can also be achieved ion microstrip
antenna structures using 1-D DGS [17].
The objective of this presentation is to demonstrate a 3 dB
microstrip coupler using edge coupled techniques. In this work defected
ground structure has been utilized. A standard design of a 3 dB coupler
requires two quarter-wave microstrip lines to be placed very close to
each other and the even mode/odd mode impedances are computed for
the given coupling factor. The requirement on fabrication precision in
terms of creating the narrow gap is exceptional. The normal techniques
of designing 3 dB coupler are branch line couplers and ring hybrids.
In this paper, we have demonstrated an edge-coupled coupler with
reasonable spacing between lines. The coupling between the lines is
increased by introducing a rectangular slot in the ground plane below
the lines. The dimensions of the rectangular slot have been optimized
to yield a 3 dB coupling with 90◦ phase shift between the direct
port and the coupled port. This presentation highlights simulation
based optimization using FDTD solver CST Microwave Studio. The
structure is also analyzed using magnetic and electric coupling concepts
between two transmission lines. The size of the ground plane slot has
been taken into account for such analysis.
A conventional DGS consists of ground plane slot with a thin
slit underneath the microstrip line as shown in Figure 1. Quasistatic modeling of defected ground structure using lumped equivalent
circuit has been reported in [18]. However, unlike a conventional
DGS, the proposed structure in this paper consists of the ground
plane almost fully removed underneath the coupled lines. This can be
considered as a series of cascaded DGS. Cascading of DGS structures
leads to increase in eﬀective dielectric constant for even mode, thereby
increasing coupling value. It is shown in this paper that analysis of
such structures can be best done by considering magnetic and electric
coupling between two lines embedded in dielectric.
2. SCHEMATIC OF COUPLER
Figure 2 represents a basic quarter-wave backward wave coupler.
Figure 3 displays the schematic diagram of the 3 dB microstrip
coupler based on the basic coupler design as given in Figure 2.
Two quarter wave lines of isolated characteristic impedance of 50Ω
are placed close to each other with spacing of “s”. The frequency of
operation is arbitrarily chosen as 5 GHz. In Table 1, the dimensions
are represented. The substrate of choice here is alumina (εr = 9.9 cm
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Figure 2. Basic backward wave coupler.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of a 3 dB microstrip coupler design.
Table 1. Dimensions of the coupler lines.
Line width

Line length

0.104mm

5.8mm

Spacing between lines
0.05mm

Normal coupling
-7dB

and height h = 0.125 mm). The length of the lines is λg /4 at 5 GHz.
Below these lines rectangular shaped slot of width ‘w’ and length
‘L’ has been cut in the ground plane. The slot is cut in such a way
that it encompasses the entire coupling region. The structure with
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ground plane slots is simulated and optimized for 3 dB coupling. The
analytical expressions and results thereof are presented in the following
sections.
3. THEORY
In the present proposal, two transmission lines of 50Ω each (in
isolation) are placed side by side without ground plane over a
signiﬁcant portion of the line section.
This structure can be
analytically considered as coupled transmission line embedded in
dielectric and the coupling factor between the two transmission lines
can be evaluated. Consider Figure 4, in this ﬁgure the equivalent twoport network of the coupling between the two lines is presented with
coupling impedance Z12 .

Figure 4.
Equivalent two-port network of coupling between
transmission lines.
In Figure 4, V1 , I1 represents voltage and current in line 1, V2 , I2
represents induced voltage and current in line 2 and Z11 , Z12 , Z21 and
Z22 are open circuit impedance coeﬃcients. For bilateral medium Z21
and Z12 are equal and self-impedance of identical lines are equal. We
can write the voltage and current produced in line 2 due to current in
line 1 as;
Z21
I1
Z22 + ZL
V2 = −I2 ZL
I2 = −

(1)
(2)

3.1. Magnetic Coupling
The common mode current in line 1 will produce a magnetic ﬁeld B1 .
A part of the magnetic ﬂux caused by B1 will link to line 2. The
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mutual ﬂux is then;



ϕ12 =
S1

B1 · ds2

(3)

This can also be written as,
ϕ12 = M · I1
where, M = mutual inductance. Therefore,


1
B1 ds2
I1 S2

1
 1 dl2
=
A
I1 C2

M =

where,

(4)



dl1
µ0
A1 =
4π C1 s
‘s’ is the distance between two lines. Therefore,
µ0
M=
4π



C1



C2

(5)

dl1 dl2
s

(6)

where, integration is performed over the line length λg /4 and additional
contour on account of size of the ground slot. We can rewrite equation
(1) as;
jωM
I1
(7)
I2 = −
Z22 + ZL
For computation of self impedance Z22 of a line (without ground plane
below) we use the formula for a long, thin cylindrical wire of radius a
= linewidth/2 [18].


Z22

jη J0 (β · a) − jY0 (β · a)
=
2πa J1 (β · a) − jY1 (β · a)



(8)

where, Jn (x) and Yn (x) are the Bessel functions of order n. In this
√λ0
case, β = 2π
λg , where λg = εef f .
The self impedance of a thin rectangular line will be diﬀerent from
a cylinder. This is represented in Figure 5.
We have considered in our simulation work, a copper wire of
thickness (t) = 0.01 mm. The self impedance formula given by equation
2
(8) needs to be scaled by a factor πa
wt . Using equation (7), one can
compute coupling coeﬃcient,
 2
 I2 
K1 = 10 log  
I
1

(9)
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Figure 5. Comparative ﬁgure of cylinder and a thin microstrip line.
3.2. Electric Coupling
In this case, we consider the mutual impedance as a capacitor between
the two lines. This capacitance is given as,
C=

λg πε0 εr
 
s
4
ln
a

(10)

Using this we can rewrite,
−jωC
I1
Z22 + ZL

(11)

 2
 I2 
K2 = 10 log  
I

(12)

I2 =
and the coupling coeﬃcient

1

We evaluate equations (9) and (12) for the given dimensions and
compute the coupling coeﬃcients. In case of electrical coupling, the
ratio of I2 to I1 is due to the mutual capacitance between the two lines;
which is diﬀerent from the case of magnetic coupling where the same
is proportional to mutual inductance. The electric coupling is found
to be negligible as compared to magnetic coupling in our work.
4. RESULTS
The proposed microstrip coupler is analyzed using equations (9) and
(12). The analytical results are compared with simulated results for
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Figure 6. Comparative plots of analytical results versus simulated
results.
various lines spacing as shown in Figure 6. The agreement between
theory and simulation is reasonable considering the fact that self
impedance expression has been derived for a thin cylindrical line,
whereas we are using thin microstrip line for coupling.
The design of microstrip coupler is tested by simulation for
varying slot lengths and widths to obtain the optimal 3 dB coupling.
Simulation is carried out by CST microwave studio, a commercially
available FDTD solver [20–23]. Figure 7 shows the coupling and
isolation for diﬀerent lengths as measured at 5 GHz. It can be clearly
seen in Figure 7 that 3 dB coupling is obtained for a slot length of
5 mm at 5 GHz. Also at this frequency the S11 (return loss) and
S31 (isolation) happens to be much better than that obtained without
ground plane slot, which is quite advantageous in our design.
In Figure 8, it can be noticed that the optimal 3 dB coupling is
obtained for a slot width of about 1.2 mm keeping slot length constant
at 5 mm. An amplitude imbalance is created between direct port and
coupled port on either sides of the optimal slot length and width.
For optimal slot length and width the frequency response is
presented in Figure 9. For a design frequency of 5 GHz, 3 dB coupling is
obtained for direct and coupled port, and the return loss and isolation
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Figure 7. Plot of S-parameters versus ground plane slot length.
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Figure 8. Plot of S-parameters versus ground plane slot width.
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Figure 9. Plot of S-parameters versus frequency.
is below −20 dB.
From the results it is seen that optimal ground plane slot can
be cut for an accurate design of 3 dB coupler at a given frequency.
The agreement between theory and simulated results is reasonably
good.
The above structure is not fabricated since fabrication
facilities with such precision are not available at present. However,
the references outlined in introduction show good match between
simulation results from FDTD solver (CST Microwave Studio) and
experimental results. This suggests that for the present case simulation
results can considered as accurate.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a novel design of 3 dB coupler
for microstrip lines. A normally 7 dB coupler has been converted
to 3 dB by cutting slot in the ground plane.
The continuous
slot can be considered as multiple DGSs. Therefore the eﬀective
dielectric constant has increased considerably to show an increase in
coupling. An analytical formulation has been derived which considers
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magnetic coupling and electric coupling between two transmission lines
embedded in dielectric. Such simple analytical technique is shown to
display reasonably accurate results. Thus equivalent circuit modeling
of such structure is not necessary. The ground slot width is also
considered in the analysis. It is seen that magnetic coupling plays
a crucial role in such structures where electric coupling is negligible.
From fabrication point of view, incorporating a single rectangular
slot as presented above is much simpler than a traditional DGS
with thin slit underneath the lines. The proposed design of a 3 dB
microstrip coupler has some advantages over a conventional design.
First, the line widths can be chosen straight away for 50Ω characteristic
impedance. The two transmission lines can be placed close to each
other and coupling be optimized by ground plane slot width and length.
This design also displays a possibility of use in compact monopulse
comparator if the line length of one of the transmission lines can be
adjusted to give 180◦ coupling
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